**Jumper Dresses**

New styles add zest to school wardrobes.

Getting children outfitted for school is an especially rewarding experience this year—attention focuses on classics, casual—but far from drabness—items for both boys and girls. Shirts that fit and good looks are just part of the story for the clothes that add fashion zest to school wardrobes are practical and versatile, and seem to be designed to complement a child's life.

With this in mind, we'll try to highlight some of the new fashions which deserve a starring role this fall.

**THE CASUAL COAT,** variously known as a car coat or school coat, is being shown in a variety of fabrics for both boys and girls. There are automatic hardwoven wools with kid and leather trims, many with color piping, and convertible collar. All sorts of linings: practical, plaid, or feature prints are evident in the styling of girls' coats.

One for girls has a happy and homespun look with good prints in pastel colors, harmonious with the rest of the school. Practical, easy-care material, and a boy's jacket in choice of rich wool. The other notable wool coat is of the cut-and-sew variety that can be worn for every occasion that boys and girls will face.

**BOYS' FASHIONS** turn toward the British for new inspiration with handsome sport coats in tartan stripes, in denim, and in the richer, deeper cords. All with the school colors, the rest of the suit in corduroy, or pique. A matching school color with the school set, have been styled to suit the needs of these students. With the look of Sherlock Holmes, they have been done differently. Shorts are white, black, and gray. Many of the most interesting materials for gents are a deep, rich blue, and many of the solids are in deep, rich colors.

**SKI SWEATERS** in lively colors are appearing, but certainly aren't new. Boys who ski have been wearing sweaters this year that need look no further than their own ski clothes. For the rest of the school, the sweater appears to be a simple crew neck, of the same color, or a tie of white or sweaters, strongly accented with black and red on.

Colorful sweater shirts in --

**Colleges Boast Many Customs As Freshmen Soon Will Learn**

By MARY WILDE

This fall thousands of young people will pack their bags and move into dormitories, fraternity houses and rented rooms to begin a year of higher education at one of the many colleges and universities which dot the United States. It will be the first year for many of those students, some of whom will be living away from home for the first time.

There are several things which they will have to learn as college life differs greatly from high school life. A visitor to the campus of any Michigan college would be tempted to begin his tour at the campus store where it is easy to keep up with the latest fashions. For many boys, yellow stickers give the campus stores competitive edge as both fight to have the campus their color.

College girls select sweaters and skirts by class wear and Bermudas for Saturdays and diners.

A LOT is always said about the treatment of freshmen when they start college unfamiliar with the customs and traditions of their new home. It isn't as bad as it sounds and it doesn't take long to learn what is really going on.

Freshmen usually enroll earlier than upper classes. Therefore they are the first students to begin moving into their dormitory rooms (for the fall). A freshman with an upper-class roommate is expected to take the upper bunk and the bottom bunk otherwise. This custom varies from beginning to beginning.

TYPE A. The customs of Michigan schools are those of University of Michigan and Michigan State University. The Heidelberg is the walk which cuts across the campus at Michigan. A big flag at Michigan's colors are blue and yellow is planted in the middle of this walk, and no freshman can stop on this walk.

It is said that upper classmen who walk on this M on the way to an exam might as well go back to school as it is a sure sign of bad luck.
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